American Revolution and Relationship Between Americans
and British
Many circumstances and events led to the American Revolution, but the relationship between
Americans and British had worsened overtime from the First settlement with Christopher
Columbus and the beginning of the American Revolution. During the beginning when the
colonist first arrived the Americans and British had a peaceful relationship. But as the years
passed their relationship became more and more scarce, because the Britain imposed policies
and taxes on the American without a voice and representation.
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Due to the ongoing war with France, the British were in debt and they thought it was right to tax
the colonies without any representation. These taxes caused many upset and rebellious colonist
because the British thought it was right taxes the America. The problem of taxes without
representation grow and upset many colonist which ended up causing the relationship between
the colonists and the British to split which led to the Revolutionary War and the formation of the
American Revolution.
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In efforts to control the colonies during this time leading up to the Revolutionary War, the British
passed a few acts that angered the colonist. These acts started with the Quebec Act which
influenced many Americans into supporting the revolutionary effort. Next The Proclamation of
1763 was passed by the British to forbid any settlement west of Appalachia. The Sugar Act was
later passed shortly after in 1764 which gave any smuggler a very harsher punishment.
Later the next year The Stamp Act was passed in 1765 which affected every colonist because it
required all printed documents to have a stamp purchased from the British. Many of the colonist
tried to boycotted many British goods until the Stamp Act was Taken away, but it was later
replaced by the Declaratory Act in 1766. The
British still believed that they could control and had the right to tax the Americans. Townshend
Acts of 1767 followed which imposed taxes on all imported goods from Britain, which caused
many colonies to refuse trading with Britain. The British believed they had the power to control
and tax the Americans without any representation which later caused the Americans to fight
back.
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